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considerable pleasure in his conversation and character For
weeks at a time he disappeared on those expeditions with
groups of young men and women who called themselves
Wandervogel—wandering birds—and who seemed to lead a
gipsy kind of life as part of a new philosophy of a vague,
idealistic kind harking back to the romanticism of primitive
German life as depicted by poets and historians who left out
the coarseness and brutalities of early medievalism Harking
back, yet looking forward to a new conception of civilization,
based not upon industrial competition, international finance
and Big Business, but upon the fundamental simplicities of
labour on the land, linked with arts and crafts, and governed
by a kind of Spartan self discipline
Gau&res saw many times in Mainz groups of these young
people setting forth on one of then* journeys to the woods and
hills or newly back from that adventure They were rather
attractive, he thought The young men wore a minimum
of clothes and their arms, chests, and legs were bronzed by an
outdoor life Most of them carried packs on their backs,,
slung on to cross braces, and generally there was a musical
instrument—a mandoline or guitar—among this spare kit
They leaned on their alpenstocks, talking gravely with each
other, or chatting with the girls among their party These
girls were of the same type—sometimes so similar to the boys
that it was difficult to decide their sex They were equally
bronzed Some of them wore shorts like the young men,
and earned packs just as heavy, with a pair of strong
boots strapped to their haversacks The sun glinted on
their straw-coloured hair or the wind blew it across their
*	*
eyes
As a Frenchman, Gati&res wondered whether these
young men and women could wander about together without
sentimental and emotional relationship It did not seem to
\\\m possible, human nature being what it was, and especially
German human nature He could understand the anxiety
of Frau von Menzel for the morals of her son—she strongly

